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IMPACT OF SKIN AGING RESEARCH

From cosmetic relevance towards healthy skin aging

Facial skin aging has a large impact on the general population, as it is directly visible and influ-
ences the perception of a person’s wellbeing. The cosmetic relevance is clear (as described in 
Chapter 1), but there is much more to it. Increasing life expectancy and the resulting aging of the 
population have made skin aging a topic that is of growing concern. With older age, prevalence of 
dry skin rises; it affects 60% of the middle-aged and elderly population1. This gives rise to higher 
risk of skin diseases such as late onset atopic dermatitis and pruritus. A better understanding of 
skin aging will help to unravel aging in general and can be of importance for promoting healthy 
aging. The skin is the most feasible organ to investigate using non-invasive approaches, making it 
an ideal target to understand aging as it may even be seen as a mirror of the internal organs. Skin 
aging could therefore act as a robust biomarker of aging in general and even of survival2-4, which 
makes it valuable in clinical decision-making. Furthermore, global disease prevention strategies 
might benefit from emphasizing that certain risk factors or protective measures are also linked to 
facial aging. An example of this is the finding that certain dietary habits are also associated with 
facial wrinkling5. Creating a tailored approach to prevention of (skin) aging and related diseases 
is an important ambition. In doing so, many different phenotypes can be used. Finding the most 
suitable and standardized one is important to be able to replicate findings and reach the above-
mentioned goals.

A MULTI-FACTORIAL PHENOTYPE

Confirming known and discovering new determinants

As described in the general introduction (Chapter 1), facial skin aging is a complex phenotype. 
There are distinctive characteristics between intrinsic and extrinsic aging, but in practice it is dif-
ficult to separate these two in UV-exposed areas such as the face. The combined effects of both 
intrinsic and extrinsic facial aging result in a wide range of observable physical characteristics, 
which can be divided into four major phenotypes: wrinkles, pigmented spots (PS), telangiectasia 
and sagging. Perceived age (PA, the estimated age of a person based on facial appearance) is com-
posed of all these aspects. To date there is no gold standard approach to investigate skin aging; 
a wide range of assessments are used, mostly regarding skin aging as a compound phenotype, 
rather than specifying a certain component. In the past, two main phenotypes for photoaging 
have been described based on photoaging characteristics: hypertrophic aging (leathery inelastic 
skin with coarse wrinkles) and atrophic aging (telangiectasia, hypertrophic sebaceous glands and 
the striking absence of wrinkles) as depicted in Figure 16,7. There are indications that individu-
als with atrophic-type skin aging have an increased risk of keratinocytic skin cancer (KC)8. Given 
the complexity of facial skin aging and the need of homogeneous phenotypes to increase the 
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power to identify (genetic) determinants, in this thesis we studied different skin aging aspects 
separately, allowing to discover different determinants associated with each one of them. This 
is shown in several chapters of this thesis: Chapter 3 and 4 (wrinkles), Chapter 5 (PS), Chapter 6 
(telangiectasia), and Chapter 7 (PA). In this thesis we mainly used continuous digital skin aging 
measures, quantified using image analysis techniques. They correlated well with the different 
manual grades (Chapter 2) and provide an objective, consistent and fast method to produce pow-
erful continuous variables. We have not added sagging as separate feature as it is arguably mainly 
due to subcutaneous changes in the musculature and bone structure rather than to cutaneous 
changes.

We replicated known determinants, but also encountered surprising associations. Age was 
the strongest determinant for wrinkles (Chapter 3). It was non-linearly related to wrinkle area; 
with increasing age, older individuals showed a smaller increase in wrinkle area than younger 
individuals did. Interestingly, the effect of age was smaller for PS and telangiectasia. As age has 
more influence on wrinkles than on the other phenotypes, perhaps it is a more suitable proxy for 
chronological age.

One of the most striking differences in determinants per phenotype was found for skin color. 
Light skin color was associated with less wrinkles (Chapter 3), but with more pigmented spots 
(Chapter 5) and more telangiectasia (Chapter 6). The negative association of light skin color with 
wrinkles seems contradictive at first, because people with Fitzpatrick skin types IV and higher 
have less wrinkles than those with skin types I-III9,10. The possible explanation that very light-
skinned individuals are known to avoid the sun because of the ultraviolet (UV) sensitive nature 
of their skin does not suffice because our model also included UV-exposure related variables 
which should correct for this effect. Furthermore, pigmented spots and telangiectasia are also 
influenced by UV-exposure11-14. This strengthens the hypothesis that the association between skin 
color and the skin aging features are independent of UV-exposure and confirms the concept that 
different skin types age in a different manner. Fair-skinned individuals tend to show more atrophic 

Figure 1. Hypertrophic (1) and atrophic (2) skin aging, adapted from Calderone et al6

1: Coarse wrinkles; inelastic and leathery appearance.
2: Smooth skin without wrinkles; prominent telangiectasia and hypertrophic sebaceous glands.
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signs of aging (e.g. PS and telangiectasia), whereas darker-skinned individuals show more hyper-
trophic signs of aging (e.g. wrinkles).

We discovered important sex differences for wrinkles, stressing the importance of a sex-tailored 
approach regarding skin aging management (Chapter 3). Men are first at developing wrinkles 
(<75 years old: wrinkle area is higher in men), but women catch up with them at a higher age (≥75 
years old: wrinkle area is higher in women). This difference could be due to hormonal changes in 
postmenopausal women, as early menopause has been associated with more wrinkles15. Women 
with premature ovarian insufficiency are shown to have an unfavorable cardiovascular risk pro-
file16, although perhaps the cardiovascular risk is related to the association with their increased 
free androgen index (FAI; total testosterone in nmol/l divided by sex hormone binding globulin 
in nmol/l)17. In contrast, endogenous estrogen exposure in women was found to be harmful for 
all-cause mortality18. In this thesis, however, we found no association between estradiol levels 
and wrinkles. Nonetheless, we did find an inverse association of FAI and wrinkles in women. 
Moreover, female pattern hair loss was also inversely associated with wrinkles. These findings 
suggest that testosterone could play a role in protecting women against wrinkles. However, this 
does not coincide with the abovementioned association of an increased FAI with an unfavorable 
cardiovascular risk profile, when assuming skin aging might reflect internal aging. Surprisingly, 
we have not found a significant association of testosterone and wrinkles in men. This could be 
explained by the fact that we have used an inferior measurement; total testosterone is less suit-
able than bioavailable testosterone in men. Interestingly, the effect sizes of the determinants 
also differ per sex. The effect sizes for skin color and smoking are larger in women than in men 
(Chapter 3). Furthermore, higher educational level is associated with less wrinkles in women, but 
not in men.

UV-exposure has well-known negative effects, but it is also essential for vitamin D synthesis in 
the skin19, which is vital for our health. In the past decades, vitamin D deficiency has been seen as 
a marker for health status, as it has been associated with cardiovascular disease as well as with 
mortality20-23, although recent studies debate this24,25. We found that higher serum 25-hydroxyvi-
tamin D was associated with more skin wrinkling and a higher PA (Chapter 8). In order to discover 
whether these associations were causal, we performed Mendelian Randomization (MR).

Genetically determined 25-hydroxyvitamin D (i.e. the genetic variants that are associated with 
serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D) was not associated with wrinkling, PS or PA, suggesting that these 
associations are not likely causal. The observational associations between serum 25-hydroxyvi-
tamin D and the two skin aging phenotypes are most probably due to residual confounding 
(e.g. UV-exposure) or reverse causality. These findings confirm the need for more MR studies to 
investigate causality.

Understanding the underlying correlation structure of skin aging

The abovementioned differences between the distinct skin aging features prompted us to investi-
gate the underlying variance of these phenotypes using principal component analysis (PCA)26, as 
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described in Chapter 9. Besides wrinkles, PS, telangiectasia and PA, we also used data on actinic 
keratosis (AK) and keratinocytic cancer (KC), the most common skin (pre)malignancies27,28. The 
PCA identified three main components of skin aging that explained 73% of the total variance 
(Figure 2). It can be argued that principal component 1 (PC1) is related to the hypertrophic skin 
aging component, while PC2 corresponds to the atrophic component. This analysis also revealed 
a third component (PC3), which represents a cancerous component. It suggests that hypertrophic 
aging, atrophic aging, and the cancerous component occur via partly different pathophysiological 
mechanisms. This PCA confirms what has been described earlier, but is more robust because it is 
data-driven and hypothesis-free, making it an objective measure (as opposed to the subjective 
clinical measurement done by clinicians). As expected, the associations between the main lifestyle 
and physiological determinants and the three components of skin aging differed in magnitude 
and direction of effects and confirmed the distinctions found in earlier analyses. This highlights 
the importance of understanding their underlying mechanisms. It also has clinical implications; 
it can be of use in risk stratification and personalized approach of skin aging prevention strate-
gies. Furthermore, the finding that the cancerous component is separated from the skin aging 
components stresses the relevance of skin cancer screening even in the absence of obvious signs 
of skin aging.

Genetic epidemiology – usual suspects MC1R and IRF4 not related to wrinkles

Results from previous genetic association studies have been conflicting. In the general introduc-
tion (Chapter 1), we discussed suggestive single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from previous 
skin aging genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and candidate gene studies, of which MC1R 
and IRF4 have the strongest effects. In this thesis, we found that these and other pigmentation 

Figure 2. The accordion model. Skin aging is a complex phenotype, consisting of six different features, which can be 
re-grouped into three main components: hypertrophic, atrophic, and cancerous.
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variants were associated with the phenotypes PS and PA. For PS we found associations at four 
genetic loci (Chapter 5): IRF4 (rs12203592, P=1.8×10-27), MC1R (compound heterozygosity score, 
P=2.3×10-24), RALY/ASIP (rs6059655, P=1.9×10-9), and BNC2 (rs62543565, P=2.3×10-8). These four 
genes are associated with skin color variation and skin cancer risk, but remained highly signifi-
cant (P<2×10-8) after adjustment for skin color. Therefore, these genes seem to contribute to PS 
through pathways independent of the basal melanin production as they may have pleiotropic 
effects.

The MC1R gene is also associated with PA (P=2.7×10-12, Chapter 7). Individuals carrying the 
homozygote MC1R risk haplotype looked on average up to 2 years older than non-carriers did. A 
diminished MC1R activity can cause a weaker UV shielding capacity and cause more photodam-
age29. The effect was, however, found to be independent of UV variables. This is in line with 
findings that MC1R has pleiotropic effects, perhaps influencing aging via different pathways, for 
example via inflammation30. Of importance, the association of the MC1R gene with PA was only 
found when PA was corrected for wrinkles. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that this corrected 
PA represents the “atrophic” perceived age, including PS and telangiectasia, as well as sagging, 
which is not quantified in this thesis but also plays a role in PA.

In line with this, MC1R was not associated with wrinkles (Chapter 4). We only found a sugges-
tive hit for the SNP rs10476781 (P=2.2×10-8), an intergenic variant 628 KB downstream of the 
Neuromedin U Receptor gene. In contrast to the other phenotypes, the classical skin pigmenta-
tion genes did not play a role in global wrinkling. This is somehow unexpected since we found a 
clear association between skin color and wrinkles. Perhaps other yet to be discovered skin color 
genes influence wrinkles. The remarkable differences between wrinkles and PS/PA imply different 
genetic backgrounds for these skin aging components. The genetic architecture of wrinkles seems 
more complex than that of PS and PA.

Missing heritability

The estimated heritability using all SNP data31 was highest for wrinkles, namely 46%. For PS it 
was 28% and for PA 33% (Chapter 9). However, in our GWAS the top hit accounted for <1% of 
wrinkling variation (Chapter 4). The remaining genetic variation for wrinkles remains unknown. 
There are several hypotheses for these gaps32. A large part of missing heritability is likely ex-
plained by variants with effects too small to be detected. Most probably, there are many different 
genes affecting wrinkles, but all with small effect sizes. There seems to be too much genotypic 
and phenotypic heterogeneity. In other words, the well-known but unfortunate power problem 
for genetic studies. Increasing the sample size can solve this problem. In addition, non-tagged 
SNPs could be of importance. Previously, GWAS on skin aging mainly took into account common 
variants with a frequency of >0.01. However, also rare variants may have substantial effects33. 
Focusing on rare SNPs can offer important additional information. Finally, a part of the missing 
heritability could simply be due to artificial factors, such as imprecise phenotypic measurement, 
genotyping or imputation errors.
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES – FILLING GAPS OF MISSING HERITABILITY AND BEYOND

In order to discover the beforementioned missing heritability, higher sample sizes are required, 
for which collaborations are important. With future collaborations in mind, it is important to be 
able to use a standardized phenotype. Which phenotype is most suitable is under discussion, but 
several factors are important: it should be easy to retrieve, non-invasive, objective and of high 
quality. The use of photographs seems the most feasible, as these can be stored for later use and 
can be replicated by several graders or digital methods. In this thesis, perceived age was assessed 
by human grading. This was however quite time-consuming; this could possibly be replaced by 
artificial intelligence in the future, as this is a fast evolving field34. Nevertheless, perhaps there is 
no such thing as “the perfect phenotype” for research in skin aging. It may be more appropriate 
to select the phenotype based on the underlying question. Combining different assessments for 
skin aging may obscure identification of genes if variants have different effects on the phenotypes 
(as shown for wrinkles and PS). On the other hand, PCA-like approaches may help to understand 
the outcomes from previous studies or be of use for clinical advice. Furthermore, the phenotype 
PA could perhaps help to identify parameters for healthy aging.

In this thesis, we showed that for certain phenotypes such as wrinkles, large samples will be 
needed to identify new genes associated with facial skin aging. In GWAS, both common DNA 
variants and rare DNA variants can be targeted, depending on the underlying genetic architecture 
of the phenotype. For both, large sample sizes are needed. In future studies, there should be 
special attention for rare DNA variants. GWAS based on whole-genome sequencing permit the full 
frequency spectrum of variants to be studied, including rare variants that are difficult to capture 
using SNP arrays and imputation. This could help solve the missing heritability problem. Perform-
ing GWAS will hopefully allow to identify new pathways for skin aging. Another approach is to 
look into already identified pathways or determinants to reduce the burden of multiple testing 
associated with testing millions of markers. For example, by using MR we can confirm associations 
that have been seen in epidemiological studies. In Chapter 3, we showed that body mass index 
(BMI) was negatively associated with wrinkles. It is unclear if this is simply due to the “filling 
effect” or if there is more to it. In preliminary analyses, we performed MR to understand whether 
this association was causal. The results showed that some BMI-SNPs were associated with wrinkle 
variation (data unpublished).

Other major factors are gene-gene and gene-environment interactions. In this thesis, we only 
evaluated SNP associations one at a time (main effects). However, it is very likely that there are 
gene-gene interactions and gene-environment interactions for skin aging features, e.g. polymor-
phisms in repair genes that affect skin aging features via UV-exposure. Therefore, in the future 
it is important to also take these interactions into account (Figure 3). However, several other 
challenges are then likely to arise35 and the importance of environmental exposures is not always 
straightforward. Also, it requires large sample sizes, only reachable by generating consortia.
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Epigenetics is described by modifications that regulate gene activity and/or expression by 
methylation, but do not directly change the DNA sequence36. Epigenetic modifications are highly 
dynamic and display great tissue specificity. To what extent epigenetic modifications contribute to 
skin aging is unknown. Examples of epigenetic studies are next-generation sequencing (especially 
to search in detail for rare/unknown variation in a specific genetic area) and epigenome-wide 
association studies (EWAS) researching DNA-methylation profiles. The concept of epigenetic 
drift describes changes in methylation that occur with age across various tissues, including skin. 
Several studies show contradictory results of either hypo- or hypermethylation related to skin 
aging37,38. The strong effects of smoking in methylation make it likely that smoking may play an 
important role in skin aging via epigenetics.

“Omics”, high-throughput analyses including genomics, epigenomics, transcriptomics, pro-
teomics and metabolomics, are widely applied in aging research39. For skin aging, however, this 
field has not been extensively researched. Most proteomics research is done on photodamaged 
skin40, but there are also examples of comparisons between UV-exposed and UV-unexposed sites, 
revealing differences in relative protein abundance41,42. At the UV-exposed sites, age-altered pro-
teins were associated with conferring structure, energy and metabolism. At the UV-unexposed 
site, proteins associated with gene expression, free-radical scavenging, protein synthesis and 
protein degradation were most frequently altered41, giving rise to inferences on intrinsic and 
extrinsic aging.

Figure 3. An overview of associations investigated in this thesis (depicted in green) and future possibilities (depicted 
in blue). In this thesis, we have investigated external factors (lifestyle and environmental exposures) and internal 
factors (patient characteristics and genetics) related to the skin aging phenotypes. This has offered valuable informa-
tion, although much is still unexplained. This can perhaps be solved by focusing future research on gene-environment 
interactions, gene-gene interactions, epigenetics and omics. Furthermore, the interesting link towards healthy aging 
can be made.
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Needless to say, it is first and foremost important that our GWAS findings are replicated in 
independent cohorts. The relevance of these gene variants can then be confirmed by functional 
follow-up studies, e.g. through gene expression.

Further missing links may be found in other research fields, as the microbiome. Investigation 
of dietary habits has revealed interesting findings43-49. Most recently discovered, a red meat and 
snack-dominant dietary pattern was associated with more facial wrinkles in women, whereas a 
fruit-dominant dietary pattern was associated with fewer wrinkles5. Although not much is known 
on microbiome and skin aging, it could be an interesting new field to discover.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this thesis, I discovered lifestyle and genetic associations for different skin aging features, using 
validated digital measurements. I identified valuable determinants and gene variants for several 
features and created robust evidence for the hypertrophic and atrophic components. However, 
this is only the start of understanding skin aging, as it seems much more complex; the relation-
ships are not simply linear, but involve multiple complicated pathways, still to be discovered. This 
and future research on associations with other aging organ systems will contribute to a better 
understanding of (healthy) aging.
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